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reasons to choose
Cat B3 skid steeR, multi teRRain, 
and CompaCt tRaCk loadeRs

over the competition

If you are considering purchasing 
compact construction equipment, 
you want to be knowledgeable 
about your options. 

industRy exClusive suspended undeRCaRRiage

While the competition hard mounts their undercarriage to the chassis, the Cat STANDARD 
torsion axles allow independent up/down movement to distribute the load and absorb shocks 
and vibrations. This means you get the smoothest ride, superior load retention, and long term 
durability.

Cat Competitor

(Standard on all Cat® CTL and MTL)

Torsion Axle
Rigidly Mounted 

Undercarriage
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hydRauliC Fan
The Cat STANDARD hydraulic fan allows you to work in the toughest applications, providing 
optimal cooling even when the engine lugs or slows under the heaviest of loads. The 
competition’s standard is a crankshaft driven fan which will match engine speed leaving the 
machine with less air flow when you need it most. As an option, Cat offers a Demand Fan that 
only spins as fast as needed, leaving you with better fuel efficiency, lower noise levels, & faster 
machine warm up.
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Cat Competitor
Crankshaft Driven

anti-stall
Cat STANDARD anti-stall system maximizes machine power at all times by matching the engine 
torque with the operational requirements, preventing the engine from stalling out under heavy 
load, even during part throttle operation. The competition does not have this feature, leaving the 
engine and other key components vulnerable under heavy loads. This will lead to unnecessary 
wear and tear, resulting in higher owning and operating costs and less productivity.
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Cat Competitor

no option
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ease oF aCCess/BetteR layout
Time is money and ease of access is STANDARD on Cat machines. Grouped service points and 
easy, ground level access allow you to perform daily/routine maintenance without the need for 
removing side panels.  This helps keep your machine running at optimal efficiency, reducing 
down time and increasing productivity.

Cat Competitor

Hot components 
and exposed belts

pilot ContRols
Cat joystick controls come STANDARD and even a novice operator can work efficiently. 
Competitors will charge up to $3,000+ for this option.

Cat Competitor
$3,000
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hydRauliCs
Why burn fuel when you don’t have to? Less fuel consumption is critical as you try to manage 
owning and operating costs. Cat STANDARD load sensing variable displacement piston 
pumps, and anti-stall system, allow operators to run at lower throttle levels and still get high 
performance.  The competition suggests that full throttle is required in most applications, 
meaning more fuel burned and less money to your bottom line.

Cat Competitor

Load sensing variable displacement 
piston pump = lower fuel costs!
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Quality Components
What’s under their hood? Cat high quality sealed electrical connectors, Cat ToughGuard™ 
Hose, and Hydraulic Oil with a 6,000-hour life stand up to even the toughest jobs and keep you 
working when it counts and come STANDARD.
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Cat Competitor

supeRioR saFety
Don’t let the competition charge you for safety! Lower your risk of jobsite accidents, insurance 
rates and repair costs with our industry leading STANDARD safety features that include: best in 
class visibility, horn, rear view mirror, work lights, backup alarm, two emergency exits, safety 
interlock system, dead engine lower valve, hydraulic accumulator, and our hydraulically released 
parking brake. 
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Cat

no

Competitor

hydRauliC 
aCCumulatoR 
option

6,000 hr. vs. 1,000 hr.
Life Hydraulic Oil
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visiBility
When it comes to operating heavy equipment, good visibility not only leads to more production, 
but allows that production to happen safely. Whether you are working on your farm or on a 
construction site, unobstructed views to the work tool, front, sides, and rear of the machine are 
key to keeping you and those around you safe each and every day.
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Cat Competitor

dealeR CapaBilities
Your Cat dealer will be there for the life of your equipment, bringing you the tools, technologies, 
service and know-how that keep your machine productive and make it pay. So when you’re 
looking for a complete and capable parts and service provider, or you’re making the decision to 
buy, rent, repair, rebuild or sell a machine for your business, you owe it to yourself to know the 
people at your local Cat dealer location.
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Cat Competitor

 24/7 Online PartStore

 Convenient Locations Near You

 Unmatched Service

 Highly Trained Technicians

 Rebuild Programs

 Customer Support Agreements

 Technical Support

 Initial Price
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